Beliefs need to address all elements of asset owner design

Strategic Principles

Strategic Enablers

Mission and goals

Investment
Governance

Values and beliefs

Culture and other
org’l capital
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Operating Policies
Operating policies
Asset allocations

Operating policies
Implementation/
managers

Setting the context for investment governance

•

Investment Governance we define as the capacity to create that value derived from the
structures, skills, resources and processes employed by the fund

•

Governance addresses the issue of good practice – doing things right – captured in such
principles among others as fiduciary and ethical standards, prudent man principles and
accountabilities, with accompanying measurement and oversight, controls and disclosures on
conflicts

•

Governance also addresses the value-creating issue of effective practice – doing the right things –
the particular competencies and characteristics of organisational effectiveness
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How much is good governance worth?
Ambachtsheer

The Ambachtsheer research works out the difference between good and bad
governance at between 1% and 2% per annum

Empirical
studies

Various funds have produced exceptional figures above this range (notably Yale
with 6% pa active returns)

Good to Great =
much more

Return
relative to
governance
budget

Average to Good =
75 bp pa

Risk budget
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Risk

Global best-practice investment governance
•
•

The key conclusion of our governance research are the global best practice attributes that allow
organizations to achieve sustainable above average investment outcomes
We summarise six of these attributes below – in which strong investment beliefs have a bearing in
each case
Global best-practice factors (Source: Clark and Urwin)

Mission clarity

Clarity of the mission and the goals and commitment of stakeholders to the mission
statement

Strong beliefs

Strong investment beliefs commanding fund-wide support that align with goals and
informs all investment decision-making

Risk budget
framework

Frame the investment process by reference to a risk budget aligned to goals and
incorporate an accurate view of alpha and beta

Supportive
compensation

Effective compensation practices used to attract and retain appropriate talent and
align actions to the mission

Competitive
positioning

Frame the investment philosophy and process by reference to the institution’s
comparative advantages and disadvantages

Learning culture

Work to a learning, collaborative culture which deliberately supports change and
innovation and challenges the commonplace assumptions of the industry
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Investment Policy Revisions Project Update

Governance Roles and Responsibilities
CalPERS Investment Committee

CalPERS Investment Office Governance
Review and Approve Program Guidelines, Monitor Compliance and
Operational Risks

CalPERS Risk and
Audit Committee

Enterprise
Governance

Investment Strategy
Group

Operating Committee

ICOR

ECOM & OFAS

Review and
Recommend
Investment
Program Related
Guidelines and
Ranges

Review and
Recommend
Non-Investment
Program Related
Procedures

Inventory, Test
and Report
Policy
Exceptions

Governance
Oversight and
Assurance

Investment Office Program Areas
Identify Policy Revisions,
Policy Implementation, Ongoing Maintenance, and Reporting

General Pension
Consultant
Wilshire Associates

Annual Investment Program Review

Conduct: Strategic Asset Allocation and Select Asset Mix
Set: Investment Policy Statements, Target Rate of Return, Interim
Allocation Targets, Benchmarks and Risk Appetite & Tolerances

Investment Policy Revisions Project Update

Guiding Principles for Policy Development
• “Clarity of Roles”: Policies should clearly define the
Committee’s authority and role in the activity to conduct, set,
approve, and oversee
o This requires clearly stating appropriate constraints and ranges
set forth in each policy statement

• “Testable”: Policies should be clear, measurable, and specific
in order to evaluate their effectiveness, and reduce operational
risks and complexity
• “Appropriate Level of Detail”: Staff should be empowered to
implement policies in the context of a robust governance and
oversight framework, which further enhances the internal control
environment

